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Tropical Storm Nalgae hits Philippines
Tropical Storm Nalgae has killed at least 110 people and injured dozens
more in the Philippines. (1 November 2022) A further 33 people were missing after
the storm, known locally as Paeng, made landfall on Friday packing winds of
75 kilometers (46 miles) per hour. A death toll of 72 was originally announced by
the National Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Council, befo re being
revised down. The group blamed an “overcount” by local officials for the initial
figure, according to state media. Provinces and cities in the south were hit the
hardest by the storm. A “state of calamity” has been declared in the city of
Cotabatao on Mindanao island, where some 67,000 residents have been affected
by the storm.

Philippine Coast Guard/AP
A rescuer carries a child to safer grounds amid flooding in the Philippines caused by Tropical
Storm Nalgae.

Forecast models indicate that the storm will maintain its strength and make
another landfall over the Calabarzon Region, Philippines, the afternoon of Oct. 29
before tracking northwestward across the Central Luzon Region and exiting into the
South China Sea early Oct. 30. The storm is forecast to strengthen into a typhoon by
early Oct. 31 before weakening again into a tropical storm and making a sharp turn to
track northwards towards southeastern mainland China through early Nov. 3. Some
uncertainty remains in the track and intensity forecast, and significant changes could
occur in the coming days.
The inclement weather could trigger localized business, transport, and utility
disruptions and render some bridges or roadways impassable. Further flight
disruptions at regional airports and temporary closures of ports are also possible.
Exposure to raw sewage and other hazardous materials mixed with floodwaters poses
a serious health threat.
Overall, authorities said that close to 185,000 people across the country have
been affected by the storm, with more than 8,000 people made temporarily homeless.
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Photos and videos of search and rescue efforts showed bodies being pulled
from the water and thick mud and residents trapped on rooftops.
Storms are expected to hit the capital Manila and nearby provinces over the
weekend, state weather officials say, as Nalgae cuts through the main Luzon island
and heads to the South China Sea.

Update Phillippine weather situation
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Severity ranking of the concerns effect in the ASEAN region.
Section
Tropical Storm
Nalgae

Ranking
G

Issues identified
The national
assistances have
observed the
affected area.

Recommendations
The ACMM keep on
monitoring and
update medical
information.

Remarks:
R: Severe Situation: Urgent intervention required.
Y: Situation of concern: Surveillance or assistance may or may not require, intensive
monitoring
G: Relative normal situation or local Government can cope with the crisis, monitoring
and no action required.
N/A: Lack of /unreliable data: Further assessment required.
ACMM Recommendations,
ACMM is concerned and continues to monitor local relief efforts. Things to
prepare for the next 4 storms that will hit the Philippines before the end of this year
better. Typhoon Nalkae was the 14th storm to hit the Philippines this year. Most of the
casualties were in the Bangsamoro Autonomous Region as landslides hit areas where
deforestation is heavy. While experts say The Philippines will face more landslides and
floods. Because of the change in weather conditions, the storm is intensifying.
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